GRADUATION DAY AT A.M. SHAIKH HOMEOPATHIC MEDICAL COLLEGE,
HOSPITAL, PG & RESEARCH CENTER

A.M.Shaikh Homoepathic Medical College, PG & Research Center was
successful in convening the Graduation Ceremony for the under graduates and
post graduates at the college premises recently. The chief guest for the event
was Dr. Shankargouda Brahmanaikar, Professor, Department of MBA,
Visvesvaraya Technolgical University (VTU), Belagavi. Guest of Honor was Dr.
Z.F. Hafiz, a renowned practitioner. Dr. A.R.A Shaikh, Chairman, Shaikh
Group of Institutions presided over the function. The other dignitaries present
during the event were Dr. M.J. Attar, Chief Coordinator, Shaikh Group of
Institutions and Dr. C.M.Moogi, Principal, A.M.Shaikh Homoeopathic Medical
College.
The ceremony began with a procession with Chairman, Chief Guest,
faculty and the students followed by an invocation song. Dr. C.M. Moogi,
Principal, A.M.Shaikh Homoeopathic Medical College welcomed the guest. He
wished the graduating class the very best and advised them to be ready to face
the challenges of the real world and create an impact on the society.
The chief guest Dr. Shankargouda Brahmanaikar, addressed the
gathering by congratulating and exalting the graduate to live their profession
with a selfless service and dedication. Addressing the student he said it’s time
to pay respect to teachers and parents who transformed you from a raw stone
to a beautiful statue. He advised students to practice what they learn. He
motivated the students to be confident and treat the patients with zeal.

Addressing the gathering Dr. A.R.A Shaikh said that graduation is a time
of celebration and triumph and mark the end of one phase and beginning of
next phase. He also stated that it is very proud moment for the graduates,
parents and teachers who have all played their part in the end result. He
further said to the students that as you enter a new stage in your life. Your
future is intertwined with the future of this country, he stated. He further
advised the students o have the wisdom to apply your knowledge to the benefit
of the country.

Dr. Z.F. Hafiz addressing the gathering stressed upon serving the rural region
of the country. He conveyed a simple but effective message that achieving
anything in life requires perseverance and dedication, family background or
financial status does not matter.
Dr. C.M. Moogi administered the oath and declaration for the outgoing
students. The Chief Guest on the occasion awarded the certificates to the
students along with Dr. Abu A Shaikh, Chairman, SGI and Dr. Z.F. Hafiz
Shaikh Group of Institutions. The passing out students spoke about their
experience in the campus. The event concluded with vote of thanks proposed
by Dr. Saeed Ahmed. The event was coordinated by Dr. Sangeeta
Belagavimath.

